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Project Description
Creative Brief
Museums are struggling to achieve their goal of servicing society and its development. 
To survive, museums must find ways to expand their community segments—embracing 
those that do not already go to the museum and reinventing themselves to be 
relevant across social, cultural, economic, and technological changes. Students 
designed alternative solutions intended to reach the non-museum goer and provide 
memorable experiences that connect them and the museum.

Problem
Museum exhibitions provide a window into our culture but often fail to represent the 
community they reside in. We strive to tackle this by building a platform where residents 
become the curators.

Proposal
What

Through the Open Door Museum, we hope to amplify the community's voice through a 
system of exhibitions where community members become the curators and share their 
stories and cherished objects. We want to provide an alternate purpose for museums 
when taken out into the streets, where they can more easily facilitate community 
members into building a collective identity through objects.

For our installation, we want to collect responses from the community about what 
objects they cherish and the stories behind them. The ultimate goal is to paint a rich 
narrative of different Pittsburgh communities by giving people a glimpse into what 
people own and why. We want to highlight objects that people of Pittsburgh cherish, not 
what museum curators exclusively value. 

How 
We will use a pair of hardware-integrated cabinets, one cabinet to scan in objects 
people submit and one cabinet to display that scanned object through holographic 
projection.

Why
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A museum is an exclusive environment that only people with the financial means can 
afford to visit. Furthermore, museums often don't reflect the communities they are 
embedded in as what museum curators decide to present in their exhibitions often don't 
reflect the community.

💡 Metaphor 
Cabinets hold things. People use them to hold anything and everything.  In 
our case, we want these cabinets to hold digital footprints of objects from the 
community. You never know what you're going to find in a cabinet until you 
open it - it can spark curiosity and offer a glimpse into another person's world.

🗺 User Journey 
1. User walks by scanning cabinet which causes it to light up  
2. User reads the first set of instructions displayed and opens the cabinet, 
puts in their object, closes the door, and presses a button to begin scanning. 
3. Lights display loading pattern until scan is complete. User can also watch 
and verify the scan from the control box. 
4. (speculative) Scanned object is classified using AI and user confirms or 
over-rights the classification. 
5. (speculative) A question is generated related to the object classification 
which prompts the user to tell a record short story about the meaning of the 
submitted artifact. 
6. Upon recording submission, the user is directed to the display cabinet with 
lights. 
7. When the user opens the display cabinet, their recently submitted object is 
shown and its story is played. 
8. Users can use a touch interface to scroll through previously submitted 
objects, appearing in the order they were submitted. 
9. (speculative) Users can also open and close the cabinet to get a 
randomized object and scroll to other artifacts from there.

Team Roles
Elizabeth Han
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Hardware and software build, direction, and integration

Janet Peng

Physical form and build, process book

Joseph Zhang

Communication and branding, video, assist hardware

Site
The Open Door Museum is a system of exhibitions in the form of cabinets. These 
exhibitions represent the community they are placed in and can be installed anywhere. 
The goal of the system would be to have a set of cabinets in all public libraries around 
Pittsburgh (and eventually, cities besides Pittsburgh). This way, the cabinets will be free 
to access and available to a large audience. They can be installed inside or outside to 
give these public spaces flexibility in where the structure will live.

Map view of CPL main branch

Orthographic view of CPL main branch
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Installation Build
The final build measures around 19" by 22" by 60" and contains two cabinets and a 
control box that sit on top of a stand. The larger cabinet is used to scan objects in. The 
smaller cabinet is used to display objects.

Inside library Outside library

Cabinet installation
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Final SolidWorks model
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Scanning cabinet SolidWorks drawing
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Display cabinet SolidWorks drawing
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Scanning cabinet

✏ Dimensions: 17" by 16" by 20.25" 
Materials: Birch plywood (1/2, 1/4, 1/8 inch), laser cut acrylic, velvet, 
magnets, dowels 
Purpose: Scan objects using a camera to take a video of the object spinning 
on a stepper motor powered turntable. The background must be fully black in 
order to create the pepper's ghost effect.

The scanning cabinet consists of an inner and outer box. The inside of the inner box is 
painted black and coated with velvet to insure that it is completely dark. The inner box is 
held in place in the outer box with two dados but can be easily removed through the 
back door for installation. The front and back doors on the cabinets are kept shut with 
magnets and open using metal butt hinges. The cabinet handle is made of plywood and 
wood dowels. The front door is painted white for contrast and shows a small portion of 
the frosted acrylic front face in order for LED lights to shine through.

The top of the cabinet contains several slots for dowels which act as registration points 
to secure the display cabinet and control box onto it.
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Display Cabinet

✏ Dimensions: 11.5" by 13.5" by 15.25" 
Materials: Birch plywood (1/2, 1/4, 1/8 inch), laser cut acrylic, magnets, 
polypropylene sheet, laser engraved paper 
Purpose: Display objects through the pepper's ghost effect using an iPad 
projecting onto a thin sheet of plastic. Users can view different submitted 
objects by scrolling through the timeline visualized through the laser engraved 
paper.
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Similar to the construction of the scanning cabinet, the display cabinet consists of two 
nesting boxes. The inner box can also be removed for assembly. It is painted black and 
holds a thin sheet of plastic at a 45 degree angle to achieve the pepper's ghost effect. 
The plastic sheet can be removed and reinserted so that it can be cleaned.

Control Box
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✏ Dimensions: 13" by 5.5" by 5.5" 
Materials: Birch plywood (1/2, 1/4, inch), polymer clay 
Purpose: Display objects through the pepper's ghost effect using an iPad 
projecting onto a thin sheet of plastic. Users can view different submitted 
objects by scrolling through the timeline visualized through the laser engraved 
paper.

The control box houses part of the electronics that make the cabinets run and the 
interface the user will interact with when scanning in an object. The control box has two 
polymer clay buttons that trigger the scanning cabinet to record video and audio. It also 
houses a phone to give instant feedback on the scan in progress, a microphone used to 
record the audio, an LCD display to give text instructions on how to interact with the 
cabinets, and a distance sensor to trigger the LED strips when a user gets close enough 
to the Open Door Museum.

Cabinet Stand

✏ Dimensions: 16 by 18.75 by 30.5 
Materials: Birch plywood (1/8 inch), pine, lasercut acrylic, dowels 
Purpose: Holds the cabinets up in order for users to interact with them.

The cabinet stand is made of dowel joined 2 x 2 pine. Dowels are also used as 
registration points to hold the scanning cabinet on the stand.

Materials
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🔨 Final Materials List 
- Pine 2x2s 
- Dowels 
- Acrylic (frosted, white) 
- Birch plywood (in 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 thickness) 
- Velvet 
- Construction paper 
- Polypropylene sheet 
- Magnets 
- Polymer clay 
- Paint

🔌 Final Tech Hardware List 
- Arduino 
- LED strips (x2) 
- LCD display 
- Stepper motor 
- Buttons 
- Laser distance sensor 
- Softpot potentiometer 
- iPad 
- iPhone 
- Webcam 
- Microphone

💻 Final Software List 
- Arduino p5 serialcontrol 
- Javascript, p5.js 
- Firebase, data storage 
- Node.js 
- Heroku server 
- Socket.io
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Form
The form takes inspiration from  'You Can't Lay Down Your Memory' Chest of Drawers 
by Tejo Remy, as on display in the CMOA's 'Extraordinary Ordinary Things' exhibit. The 
piece also takes inspiration from cabinets and public infrastructure which creates a 
visual form language reflecting both a furniture piece and a structure built for the 
outside.

Exhibition piece from CMOA we drew inspiration from



Open Door 
museum
Project Process

Week by week documentation about large 
milestones and progress made.
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Project Process
Exhibition day - 12/09

Installation
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Scanning cabinet

Visitors interacting Scanning cabinet
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Display cabinet

Display cabinet Visitors interacting
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We'd like to thank or Professors: Eric, Kristen, and Daniel for all their help and support with moving our 
project and the installation process.

12/07
This week we worked on the finishing touches for the build, visuals for the interactions, software 
development, process book, poster, and the storytelling video. Elizabeth worked on backend to get videos 
and audio to save to a database in the cloud and a website used to display those video and audio clips in 
the display cabinet. She also worked on the interface for the cabinets. Janet worked on some button forms 
and the process documentation. Joseph continued work on the poster and storytelling video.

Final poster
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Buttons

Interaction flow interface
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11/30
We continued to build, implement, test, mostly working separately but bringing portions together as they 
were ready. 

Build
Janet finished the bulk of the physical build this week. Janet also iterated on some of the details of the build 
such as the drawer pull style and button cap style.

Video draft frames

Poster iteration

Context photos for video
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Hardware
Elizabeth finished up development on all the hardware and linked all individual pieces of hardware together 
to create the interaction flow. She also did a test install of the hardware into the final cabinets.

Software
Elizabeth began development on the software side of the project, experimenting with various database 
options to allow video and audio to save to the web (from the scanning cabinet) and be projected in the 
display cabinet.

Project Communication
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We brainstormed names for the system of cabinets and Joseph began iterating on a poster to help explain 
the concept and interactions.

11/23
Concept Demo
We wrapped up the build on the internal cabinets for the scanning and display cabinet in order to demo the 
tech. From building the internal cabinets in their final size, we were able to explore and iterate on the form 
through placing the cabinets relative to each other in different composition.

Scanning cabinet
Display cabinet
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Build
We started building the final cabinets working inside out to ensure everything fit together.
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11/16
Things we accomplished this week:

FORM: Finalized scale/internal build for cabinets, bought materials, iterated on form

WEB: Upload multiple videos to web on p5.js

PHYSICAL: Link 'record' button to turntable + uploading camera, Link potentiometer to scroll through 
videos

Submitted request for FFRAF grant

Form

Prototype lasercut box to understand dimensions
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color explorations

SolidWorks drawing for display cabinet
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Tech
Documentation on recording/saving webcam videos+p5.js: Webcam + p5.js (Camera 3) 

Organized documentation on (problematic) arduino components: Arduino Notes 

https://youtu.be/ds5V7v6zvXQ

SolidWorks drawing for scanning cabinet

Scale for installation

camera placed inside inner layer box, with stepper motor 
hole

lighting test. non-addressable led

https://www.notion.so/Webcam-p5-js-Camera-3-b9f0c09842b4405581b5787fdcadfa61
https://www.notion.so/Arduino-Notes-14f39426e648417b8cfd2b162cf0b6b5
https://youtu.be/ds5V7v6zvXQ
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https://youtu.be/6S9289WLQd0 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dY28VRPq28

Interactions
What is an interaction fix to people telling bad stories about their cherished objects? Use object detection, 
send object detected to openai api —> ask ai generated questions for fun q&a between people and the 
machine.

videos stored using simple array. (need to upload to 
node.js/socket.io server later)

computer scroll wizard of oz. emulates old school 
film-like quality

potentiometer linked to p5js sketch for physical interface with 
cabinet.

https://youtu.be/6S9289WLQd0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dY28VRPq28
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11/09

User journey for two cabinets interaction. Figuring out when 
to inject instructions

Effective storytelling fix

(1/3) Sketches for how physical 
interface  of scanning cabinet might 

look

2/3

3/3
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We continue to divide and conquer different aspects of our project. Janet continued work on form, materials, 
physical prototypes, Joseph worked on the spin table and connecting a sensor to it, and Elizabeth worked 
on setting up the camera, linking the camera to the spin table, and taking photos and uploading them to a 
computer.

Together, we walked through what the user's entire journey with the cabinets would be (approaching, all 
aspects of using, leaving, etc.). From the user journey, we mapped necessary Arduino parts to areas within 
the to scale physical prototypes to get a sense of what technology we needed.

Form

post-it annotations of where sensors should go
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Tech

Iteration 1: arducam + processing (low quality, aborted)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRRGksDYmBg

Iteration 2: Webcam+p5.js - much better quality and faster upload. 

solidworks and rendered iterations

sketch iterations

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRRGksDYmBg
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https://youtu.be/mI4pgjy8R1Y

Next Steps

Continue working on getting the technical aspects to work and setting up electronics

try ccapture to upload video/gifs to server

Build inner frame and fit electronics into inner frame

Settle on design to be built for the video/demo

11/02
Throughout the past week, we began to build out models and interactive prototypes. Janet focused on 
refining the structures' forms and door mechanism while Elizabeth and Joseph focused on fleshing out the 
hardware and software components needed to scan objects. Due to the nature of our project, hardware and 
software are tightly integrated. How we build the cabinets will completely depend on what types of sensors 
and circuitry are needed. As of last class (11/1), we documented a list of everything we need and how where 
they would be located in each cabinet. The positioning of each piece will directly determine where holes will 
need to be cut, which walls need gaps for wiring, and much more. The next steps are really just to continue 
building out the necessary parts to make our project work.

Full scale foam model

Hinge and latch mechanism exploration

https://youtu.be/mI4pgjy8R1Y
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Particle Argon + ArduCAM photos upload

https://youtu.be/jOg6LSFKyXQ

The original library for uploading photos using ArduCAM was outdated, resulting in poking around to update 
the library to the new Particle Argon firmware. This unfortunately ate up much of the weekend, and there are 
still issues with reliability to address in actual prototype implementation.

The following is a documentation of all the bugs and errors I ran into:

Particle + ArduCAM 

10/26

Form moodboard drafts

https://youtu.be/jOg6LSFKyXQ
https://www.notion.so/Particle-ArduCAM-929e89a3e2314c67bcee5a6f46543444
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Moving forward from the midpoint critique, our team decided to focus our energy on building out the 
interactions presented. Our main challenge was to create a compelling digital translation of submitted 
objects from their physical form. 

We conducted some research to understand how 3d models scanned into the scanner might be directed into 
a digital form. After consulting some friends who had experience in the field, as well as looking into prior 
research, we realized that a direct translation from photogrammetry to 3d model is quite difficult. Even if we 
have interesting translation methods, the pipeline of turning a model into a 3d obj seems impossible under 
current technology.

From here, we were at a crossroad for two pathways. One, we could build a smaller, third cabinet called the 
"instant cabinet", where an instant video translation of the object is submitted. The 3d photogrammetry 
model on he other hand would be manually inputted into the viewing cabinet, with a longer waiting period 
that visitors can revisit at a later time.

Two, we could scrap the instant cabinet and 3d model altogther and just have 2d videos of te object rotating 
on the lazy susan. 

Research on capturing methods and inspirational projects for compelling interactions 
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We weren't sure what would be a compelling translation, but after doing a brief experiment with the lazy 
susan, we found that the video translation was just as compelling as a 3d view of the cabinet. As such, we 
are now experimenting with the layout of the viewing cabinet to accomodate the video file format.

We also created new mockups of the viewing and scanning cabinets, after a few iterations. Initially, we 
wanted to draw direct inspiration from the original artifact "you can't lay down your memory," but there were 
too many physical constraints for the form to be viable for the opening and closing interactions. As such, we 
decided to pivot to a more "designed" form, where the form factor takes on its own language, rather than 
adding extraneous components just to match the original artifact.

A rough prototype of what would be projected inside the cabinet was created. More work will be done to 
make the layout more three-dimensional to make the projection more compelling, as well as find helpful 
ways to sort the objects for visitors to feel in control when viewing the scanned objects.

Projection is also more vivid when the screen is facing downwards. As such, 
a cabinet, rather than a drawer seems more appropriate for our desired 

interactions.
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https://www.figma.com/embed?embed_host=share&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.figma.com%2Fprot
o%2FgSyypIMVg9LjtpDYsvPVU4%2FStudio%3Fpage-id%3D0%253A1%26node-id%3D16%253A
3%26viewport%3D241%252C48%252C0.16%26scaling%3Dmin-zoom%26starting-point-node-id%3
D16%253A3

https://www.figma.com/embed?embed_host=share&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.figma.com%2Fprot
o%2FgSyypIMVg9LjtpDYsvPVU4%2F10%252F25%252F21-Senior-Studio%3Fpage-id%3D0%253A
1%26node-id%3D58%253A11%26viewport%3D241%252C48%252C0.16%26scaling%3Dscale-dow
n%26starting-point-node-id%3D58%253A11

^Objects floating in space can give a sense of depth, without having to use 3d objects. Objects can also be 
laid out to be grouped by similarity, story, etc. 

Could use force directed graph like this: https://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/4062045 

10/19 

Presentation Takeaways
Take a look at the "Section of Mysteries" in the CMONH bird hall → door opens and different 
holographic bird displays every time

Pittsburgh Airport had a holographic display a few years ago → maybe research this a bit

How do we control submissions to ensure submissions are appropriate

How might we create branding around the connected drawers that involves visitors visiting other 
neighborhood's/community's connected drawers → show visitor's the "closest drawer to you" to inspire 
them to visit it

Potentially put connected drawers submission cabinet and viewing drawer in existing public places so 
they can be protected → such as libraries, put one in every Carnegie Public Library branch?

Does our display need "curation"? → maybe not, the beauty in the project is that is not "curated" in the 
traditional sense → digital artifacts lends itself to randomization

https://www.figma.com/embed?embed_host=share&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.figma.com%2Fproto%2FgSyypIMVg9LjtpDYsvPVU4%2FStudio%3Fpage-id%3D0%253A1%26node-id%3D16%253A3%26viewport%3D241%252C48%252C0.16%26scaling%3Dmin-zoom%26starting-point-node-id%3D16%253A3
https://www.figma.com/embed?embed_host=share&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.figma.com%2Fproto%2FgSyypIMVg9LjtpDYsvPVU4%2F10%252F25%252F21-Senior-Studio%3Fpage-id%3D0%253A1%26node-id%3D58%253A11%26viewport%3D241%252C48%252C0.16%26scaling%3Dscale-down%26starting-point-node-id%3D58%253A11
https://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/4062045
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London Design Museum's "Designer, Maker, User" had a wall full of object's people mentioned (that they 
then purchased) on display

what makes out experience unique is that visitor's get to keep their physical artifact while it is 
displayed, we turn the physical into some digital representation

Next Steps
Come up with a project name

Consider: Do we want instant feedback of scanning an object and being able to see the 
result/submission right away?

The Design Museum (London) asked its visitors what were the best design objects of their generation and set up a wall with the 
most mentioned items, "Crowd Sourced Wall"
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How fast does the scan have to work so that the experience isn't frustrating or boring?

How might we change the way we digitally represent artifacts so that the "scanning" or digitization 
process is faster

Drawer/cabinet form in relation to where these connected drawers will be located physically

Projection techniques → Pepper's ghost looked a bit flat, what other display methods could we try out?

10/12 
This week's writeup is focused on current concept.

Problem
Museums provide a window into our culture, but they often fail to reach diverse communities and the stories 
they can connect with. (Ex: extraordinary ordinary things - hard to connect with $1000 objects, even if 
peripherally related to my life)

Goal
1. Amplify the communities voice through decentralized museum exhibitions, where community members 

can contribute their own cherished object to an accessible platform

2. Provide an alternate purpose for museums when taken out into the streets, where they more easily 
facilitate community members into building a collective identity through objects.

Cabinet Metaphor
1. Drawers hold things, they're metaphorical containers for anything — in our case, we want these drawers 

to hold stories of cherished objects by the community. 

a. you never know what you're going to find in a drawer until you open it - sparks curiosity, shows 
another person's world

2. For our installation, we want to collect responses from the community about what objects they cherish 
and the stories behind them. The ultimate goal is to paint a rich narrative of different Pittsburgh 
communities by giving people a glimpse into what people own and why. 

3.  We have two different types of drawers and cabinets and each has a purpose:

a. INPUT: Scanning cabinet, which has a lazy susan and a camera

b. OUTPUT: Viewing drawer, which has mirrored glass for holographic projection 

Scanning Cabinet
1. These scanning cabinets serve as a way for people to submit a digital 3D copy of their object to the 

exhibition
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a. The way it works is that when people place their object on the lazy susan, the lazy susan rotates 
360 degrees as a camera takes multiple photos of the object covering all angles

b. Then using photogrammetry, we convert these photos into digital 3D renders. 

c. Users will also be able to share their narratives either through voice or text.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ucq8lAG6W2k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ucq8lAG6W2k
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2mI0JuVWBc

Storytelling Drawer
Once an object is submitted, the digital copy gets projected in the storytelling drawer. Each community will 
have a representative storytelling drawer.  As more people from a single community submits objects, the 
number of objects displayed increases inside the drawer. Every time a viewer opens a cabinet, a different 
object is highlighted and a different story is told. 

Network of drawers
This is the interaction, zooming out our hope is to create a network of drawers and cabinets in each 
participating neighborhood where each neighborhood is able to scan in their stories and objects. The idea is 
to have one scanning cabinet and one storytelling drawer in each neighborhood. What this allows is for 
people from anywhere to easily and accessibly these drawers to share stories and see what other people 
have submitted. While only one scanning cabinet and one storytelling drawer pair will be placed in a 
Pittsburgh neighborhood, there will be a comprehensive collection of storytelling drawers in front of CMOA, 
that is available to the public and not just museum visitors, that allows people to view objects from ALL 
neighborhoods. We hope this installation will help give a platform for communities to define their own identity 
and share it with others.

Turntable & photogrammetry

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2mI0JuVWBc
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10/5 
User Research
Last week, we landed on a cultural probe to help research our project. To kickstart the process, we 
conducted some convenience sampling to understand objects people cherish and their interpretations of the 
artifact "We can't lay down your memories."

The following is the summary of our research:

People are pretty bad at telling stories about objects they cherish unless given very pointed questions

Their "imaginative" interpretations about the objects are rather pragmatic and unimaginative. 

People do have objects (and often multiple) that they care about and are special to them

Their importance can be symbolic, because they are old, how they are used, how they got the object

People are able to talk about objects

Ideations
To better solidify our ideas, some sketches to support our interactions were created. The buckets of thought 
came threefold.

1- Connected Drawers
Connect two strangers through a networked drawer. Support nonverbal collaboration. Craft memory through 
the drawer.

2- Untold Stories
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Hear untold stories between strangers through a game of telephone. Capture the memory inside the drawer.

3- Object Collage
Get a portrait of Pittsburgh by scanning cherished objects in a drawer.

We were drawn to the simplicity and novelty of interactions in the first idea. As such, we started ideating 
more to support interactions that would better augment the interactions with the drawer and how people 
would collaborate effectively given no verbal or written communications. We also came up with a cultural 
probe that would better highlight the ordinary interactions we have with objects.
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10/4/21 Class Session

During class, we tried to better organize our ideas into stronger concepts. While we came up with a lot of 
interesting ideas to make the experience of interacting with a drawer more engaging, we faced challenges in 
coming up with a strong story to back up the experiences.
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From these ideas, we received feedback from Kristin, Eric, and Daniel that our ideas weren't hitting strong in 
terms of its purpose and concept. We had to pivot back to the original purpose of drawers: keeping objects 
inside, and the curiosity of what could be inside.

After talking with Daniel again on Tuesday, it became clear that we had to divert back to our original goal of 
the installation. What did we want to achieve? 

Our goal from week 1: 

Curators determine the things found in traditional museum exhibitions. What if we 
could subvert this notion of the "curated museum" through participatory methods? 
What if the community becomes the curators and the storyteller of exhibition 
pieces? 

How can we bring the perspectives of the Pittsburgh community to Craig Street? 

More feedback from Daniel:

Drawer interaction in itself is compelling — what is inside the drawer is important

Object collage idea - compelling. Collect objects from around the city, object storytelling

Drawer to scan objects, project inside the drawer space

Put drawer scanners in different parts of the neighborhood. Let drawers sit out for a while, see what 
objects collect.

Idea 1: augmenting extraordinary, ordinary interactions with 
extraordinary, ordinary objects

Idea 2: Crowdsourced images of different drawer spaces 
around the world

Refined sketches of idea 1

Refined sketch of idea 2
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At this point, we are diverting back to Idea 3: Object Collage.

Questions to answer on Wednesday:

How will we collect objects and their stories? (Research in itself should be designed. Research through 
Design)

Drawers in neighborhoods?

Website for people to upload their objects?

What type of stories?

Recording short descriptions (5 words to describe)

How will we project the objects?

From now on, our process will be twofold: 1- collecting objects and stories. 2- building the probe/final artifact

9/28
Artifact
We chose the You can't lay down your memory chest of drawers. We researched the artifact, the meaning, 
and the creator. 

Some ideas and interactions we've been discussing

saving stories/memories and ordinary objects (drawers)

shedding light on ordinary interactions (such as pulling open a drawer)

hiding and showing objects through opening drawers and mobile interactions

creating illusions with screen and projects

using audio to tell and share stories - letting visitors record and add their own stories

creating a digital archive from the experience - taking the interactions and memories created during the 
experience and making them available online

using spatial position within the collection to connect drawers in installations in different places - multiple 
installation points
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Opportunities
What (artifact): You can’t lay down your memory

Where: distributed or one place? Schenley or Craig or CMOA? Just the pop up or a digital artifact/collection 
that lives on? Small enough to clamp to a light post or larger scale?

Why (take away from experience): Humanize museum exhibitions through imaginative and light-hearted 
storytelling. Through this storytelling about physical objects, visitors will be able to see narratives in ordinary 
objects and gain an unfound perspective on their objects.

Why (project goal): Explain artifact’s intent in ways the museum cannot to explore the future of museums.

How: Inspire through play, create playful interactions. Tangible interactions.

Cultural Probe: 

1. Speculate about objects: How do we imagine stories about new objects?

a. Tell me the story behind this cabinet (our artifact). Be as imaginative as you can.

b. Cardboard box as the base plate to put stuff in (diorama style), random craft materials, maybe 
lasercut stands so that they can make their own decorative pieces from cardboard to tell their story

c. Maybe ask children from the daycare? - we want to inspire play with our popup to inject childhood 
play and wonder back into adulthood

2. Memories of a significant object: What memories do our objects hold?

a. Tell the story behind your object using the materials in front of you.

b. Use the same stuff as above, maybe switch it around depending on audience

c. Ask probing questions to get deeper into the story if necessary

Potential Intervention
Through our discussions, these are the themes we're converging on:

Play - making a delightful interactive experience for the generally older/adult audience to inspire some 
childhood curiosity and wonder
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Storytelling about objects - give visitors a new perspective on their ordinary objects to encourage them 
to be curious about extraordinary ordinary things.

Humanizing museum exhibitions - tell more relatable, personal, or fantastical stories to create a more 
immediate connection with artifacts

9/21
Yesterday, our team discussed various topics such as opportunities locaiton, and potential intervention. 

Opportunities
Curators determine the things found in traditional museum exhibitions. What if we could subvert this notion 
of the "curated museum" through participatory methods? What if the community becomes the curators and 
the storyteller of exhibition pieces? 

How can we bring the perspectives of the Pittsburgh community to Craig Street? 

Location
We want to find a place where people from all over Pittsburgh would come to. Here are problems with 
CMOA and Schenley Plaza. 

CMOA: Because of high ticket prices, the types of people that visit CMOA are most likely people of 
higher income. We want to include everyone.

Schenley Plaza is very youthful and filled with college life. Though this demographic is important, we 
want to gather people from all walks of life.

Free public spaces such as the library behind CMOA has potential. People go to libraries to relax, learn, and 
socialize — and all of it is free.

Potential Intervention
Designing a "showcase glass" that gives everyday people a pedestal to share stories of a meaningful object 
in their life. Every x number of days, we showcase a new item and new story to the public. When placed 
near a free public space like a library, we allow people to see the evolution of presented objects and their 
stories. Similar to the Humans of New York, we want to give a platform for people to tell their narratives 
through things they find value in.

Our goal is to facilitate conversations between people through effective object-storytelling. We will 
experiment with different culture probes to see what interactive mediums members can most relate to.
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